
To reach higher torque, simply bend the handle. No need
to swap over. For 1/4'' standard bits.

With 35 bits 1/4'' (6.3mm) in standard length (25mm) and 16 bits extra long (80mm) for tapped blind holes. Including
adapter with male square and male hex drive as well as matching attachment with female square and female hex drive.
Special attachment for centrically clamping screw hooks and similar parts. 10 sockets 1/4'' from 5.5 - 13mm. In addition,
magnetic holder for work with electric screwdriver or drill. In sturdy steel box (powder-coated).

For flat-bladed screws 3 - 5.5 and 10mm. Also in long version.

For PHILLIPS screws (PH) in sizes 1 - 2 and 3. Long version for sizes 1 and 2.

For Pozidrive (PZ) screws in sizes 1 - 2 and 3.

For TX screws (with frontal hole) in sizes 8 - 9 - 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 27 - 30 and 40.

Long version for TX 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 and 40.

For Allen (HX) 1/4'' screws 2.5 - 3 - 4 - 5 and 6mm. Long version for HX 3 - 4 - 5 and 6mm.
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For full
professional use!

Bits in industrial quality,
accurate and wear resistant.

Made of special chrome-
molybdenum-silicon-

manganese-vanadium steel
alloy. Hardened according

to latest production
standards.

Foldable screwdriver with ratcheting function, individually

Locking of the handle in normal and angled position at the push of a button. Reverse lever for clockwise and anticlockwise
rotation by turning the shift ring. In centre position the ratchet function is eliminated. Autolock system: Bits are form-locked
automatically when inserted by means of a spring and a magnet. To release, slide ejector backwards.
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